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APIMA (national medical training association based in Strasbourg) is given stocks of medical equipment, masks, cloth gowns, hygiene caps and slippers dedicated to private doctors and nurses. APIMA Dr Raymond Attuil (white striped shirt and glasses) (president APIMA), Dr Monique Lescoute and Dr Guy Birry, Christopher (computer scientist), Julien Boehringer (president Bas-Rhin of the National Nurses' Union), Alexandre Feltz (doctor and deputy mayor of Strasbourg). Strasbourg, France, march 20, 2020. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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APIMA (national medical training association based in Strasbourg) is given stocks of medical equipment, masks, cloth gowns, hygiene caps and slippers dedicated to private doctors and nurses. APIMA Dr Raymond Attuil (white striped shirt and glasses) (president APIMA), Dr Monique Lescoute and Dr Guy Birry, Christopher (computer scientist), Julien Boehringer (president Bas-Rhin of the National Nurses' Union), Alexandre Feltz (doctor and deputy mayor of Strasbourg). Strasbourg, France, march 20, 2020. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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APIMA (national medical training association based in Strasbourg) is given stocks of medical equipment, masks, cloth gowns, hygiene caps and slippers dedicated to private doctors and nurses. APIMA Dr Raymond Attuil (white striped shirt and glasses) (president APIMA), Dr Monique Lescoute and Dr Guy Birry, Christopher (computer scientist), Julien Boehringer (president Bas-Rhin of the National Nurses' Union), Alexandre Feltz (doctor and deputy mayor of Strasbourg). Strasbourg, France, march 20, 2020. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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